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American Straw
by Daniel Spaulding

Hay!
Hay you there!
Yes you. You’ve been… interpellated.
Called out. By hay. Per the Oxford English Dictionary: “Grass cut or mown,
and dried for use as fodder; formerly
(as still sometimes) including grass
fit for mowing, or preserved for mowing.” The publication you’re holding
in your hands (I hope you’re using
your hands) is about this stuff. Or
rather, it’s about what some people in
the Bay Area did with an extravagant
quantity thereof in the Year of Our
Lord 2018. So you’d better have an interest in hay, or at least an ability
to fake it. Otherwise: get out while
you can.
Hay has a history. An art history.
I’ve gleaned as much from the books.
In 1857, Jean-François Millet painted a picture called Des Glaneuses.
5

It’s now in the Musée D’Orsay. The
Gleaners – the women in the picture
– are at the very bottom of the agricultural hierarchy. They’re sifting
through whatever’s left after the end
of harvest, looking for spare grains
of wheat, either to eat or to sell.
Strictly speaking, The Gleaners have
no interest in hay. They’re looking
for what hay isn’t. Hay isn’t consumable – not by humans. Hay is in the
background. Specifically, there are
three big stacks at far left (one of
them is almost hidden behind another): three to match the three Gleaners
in the spotlight. We can see another
three haystacks at center, and there
might be even more in the distance.
A cart is dragging some off. In the
foreground scattered sheaves glisten
like gold.
Hay resists shape. It’s always losing substance, dropping bits of itself all over the place, like a Robert Morris anti-form anti-sculpture.
It’s uncouth, unsculptural. If you’re
a sculptor, it’s what you’d use if
you had literally nothing else. The
Gleaners are making do. They’ve been
left behind, stranded by progress – a
bit like art itself. The fact that
they’re so damn picturesque is the
picture’s basic irony and its essential meaning. The subtle or not-sosubtle tricolor of their rags (red,
6

white and blue) is nothing other than
the French flag (in drag), and the
French flag is, among other things:
Revolution, Enlightenment, Modernity.
All the things peasants aren’t, supposedly. In 1857, gleaners were dangerous, though. Being nothing, they
might become everything. Do you catch
a whiff of insurrection? Don’t be a
hayter! Hay has one purpose: to feed
animals. It isn’t food, it’s fodder.
Stuff unfit for civilized company.
At some point in history – probably
for most of history, in fact, at least
since the Neolithic – hay was economically significant, indeed, absolutely crucial. Without hay, no horses,
cows, sheep, or goats; without them,
no life. In 1790, nine out of ten
Americans were farmers. Today it’s
two out of one hundred.
Yet we farm more food than ever, even
in the USA. Agriculture has been industrialized to an almost unimaginable
extent. Hay is still out there, and
somebody has to make it. But the percentage of Americans who interact with
hay more than very, very occasionally (at the odd county fair, perhaps)
must be miniscule at this late hour.
If you want to see hay, you have to
go to it. If you want other people to
see hay, you have to bring it to them.
This is where the Strawman Collective
7

comes in.
Returning hay to the city: what could
be more perverse? We’ve become accustomed to a planetary division of
places and spaces, that is, a sense
of where things belong and where they
don’t. Agriculture is the ghost of
modern capitalism. We rarely see it.
It belongs elsewhere, somewhere in
that big middle of the country, or
in other countries – places were the
land is really the land and not some
kind of concrete crust, I guess. In
point of fact, Livermore, California,
is close enough. Hay is waiting for
you, if you know where to look.
Artists fill the cracks of capitalism.
They tend to spill out where they’re
not supposed to. And hey, does there
need to be more of an affinity than
that? What is it that ever justifies
form, anyway? (Any hay? Hey…) When
Andy Fuller, Galen Jackson, and Ross
Warren crated their entirely too gigantic haystack around the East Bay,
what were they doing but materializing an absolutely excessive figure of
art itself? Of an art that exceeds its
own frame. Art that spills out over
the city, calling into being ephemeral connections, communities, along
the way. How long will those communities last? Does it matter? For now
it’s just hay-venly, dah-ling.
8

But I digress. The point is that this
stuff is uncanny. Freud says that das
Unheimliche, the uncanny, “is in reality nothing new or alien, but something which is familiar and old-established in the mind and which has
become alienated from it only through
the process of repression.” Where
did all that hay go when most of us
stopped being peasants? It went somewhere else – into the economic unconscious, into the repressed strata of
modernity. Where did art go when the
art world ceased to feel like anything
bigger than a money-making pyramid
scheme? Into the cracks in the pavement. Haystacks haunt the Minimalist
cube, the White Cube of the gallery,
the a priori armature of any abstraction, the Cartesian grid. Haystacks
are what happen when you fill abstraction with something else.
If there’s anything I want to retain
from the senselessness of the Strawman Collective, it’s the sense that
something else could be anything at
all. A haystack is what you make of
it. At least nobody tried to find a
needle.
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BRIAN GEORGE
2/4/18 9:49pm

Plate No. 6

VIDEO TRANSCRIPT EXCERPT
(automated transcription):
Sadness, hopeless, you feel lonely.
Sexual side effects, unexplained muscle
pain or weakness, liver problems, unusual
bruising, severe liver problems on three
during driving, nausea or your ability
to fight infections, increase your risk
of infections, serious infections, hos11
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pitalizations, tuberculosis, cancer,
infection, cancer, NU, skin growths,
new or worsening problem, seizures,
confusion of rare, potentially fatal
brain condition, serious allergic reactions, tenderness, severe nausea or
vomiting, extreme fatigue, constipation, excessive thirst or urine, swollen ankle rash, itching, headache,
confusion, hallucination, serious and
lead to death.
Chest pain, shortness of breath, diarrhea, stomach pain, muscle or joint
pain, flushing, theater, headache,
viral infection, sore throat, nosebleed, heart attack, stroke, can lead
to death occur without warning, may
cause death. Let’s dive deeper into
pain. Nausea, allergic reactions.
See what’s right for you. The risk
of bleeding may increase additional
rampant, serious side effects, dry
mouth, headache, constipation, abdominal pain.
I stop kidding myself. Nausea, increase gambling, sexual or other intense urges, temporary inability to
move while falling asleep or waking
up. Constipated, a three or more days,
constipation, constipation, diarrhea
and abdominal pain. Serious thoughts
of suicide, increased bleeding, severe liver problems, some fatal abdominal pain and yellowing of the
14

skin or eyes, confusion and possible
life-threatening conditions, urinating, large prostate, lung infections,
pneumonia, heart condition, high blood
pressure, unexplained muscle pain or
weakness or engaging in activities
while asleep without remembering it
the next day or infections.
Upper respiratory infection, your body
may not be able to heal. Allergic reactions, suicidal thoughts or actions
or worsening depression. Rash, hives,
blisters don’t drive or use machinery
of temporary burning sensation, constipation, sexual side effects, risk
of seizures, difficulty sleeping and
increased risk of death or have an
allergic reaction that causes swelling of the face, mouth, road, rash,
eyes, upper respiratory infection,
fungal infectiovcontrollable muscle
movements may become permanent coma
or death, which can be fatal. Dizziness on standing seizures, weight
gain impairment and judgment or trouble swallowing.
Changes in behavior, depression or
other mental health problems, kidney
problems or trouble sleeping and vivid, unusual or strange dreams.
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BENJAMIN JARRETT
2/5/18 9:32am
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PERFORMANCE SCORE:
Title: “mfwitcb, iaitbod”
People: # : action
- carrier: 1 : carry, crawl (cannot
crawl without carrying).
---> intention: carry each load as far
as possible without the use of hands or
harness
- drivers: 2 : replace the load on the
carrier’s back
---> intention/resource: assist, drive
- witness(es): 1-3 : document (through
photo, video, memory)
---> intention/resources: sharing, story
telling, remembering
Space:
Sidewalk, as far as the carrier can
travel in the given time
Time:
30 minutes
Resources:
6 x 6 x 9 foot stack of hay, sidewalk
debris, sounds of traffic, birds, people, weight of the hay,
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ECCO FELIX
2/5/18 11:09am

Plate No.18
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SELECTIONS FROM A BOOK OF WRITTEN PHOTOGRAPHS:
A photo of Silvestre the beefy chauffer,
throwing down his shadow over Lucy in
the kitchen.
(Black-and-white, 1992 written in pencil on the back, horizontal)
Silvestre would swell with importance, stand differently, wider and
taller, when he wasn’t in the presence
of the señores. He towered over Lucy so
close she could smell grass in his armpits even though he wore cologne. She
was brand new and getting to know the
behind-the-scenes of the house as fast
as her hands and senses allowed her.
How else if not by touch sand smell and
ear would she grasp all that was invisible backstage—the locked doors, the
explosive doormats, the staircases,
the lines of fire, people’s desire—,
how else if not by running blindly into
all of them?
She was now one with a ‘special-effects’ staff clenching feathers and
chlorine and polish on standby. She was
on call. Always ready to run onstage
23

and make the things there glisten. It
was her stupid job to make the obvious
more apparent, as blind spots everywhere begged her for attention.
Backstage, Silvestre ranked superior. First he was a man and he really wanted Lucy to grasp that. Standing, from a higher more muscular place,
as she sat afraid on a bench, and he
moved his groin nearer her face, he
gave Lucy a first mission: “go fetch
señor’s daughter, you’ll find her in
the theatre—”
He was sending Lucy into a part of
the house in which she’d never been,
to find a girl she’d never seen, with
very vague instructions. He snapped
his dark-brown face down and said: “go
through the doors by the giant popcorn.” She totally thought this was a
riddle, a racy double-entendre, so she
rubbed the order off without moving a
finger, thinking: he’s pulling my leg.
“Up up,” he said, making her rise
with a tap-tap on her lower, lower back,
a push, a sudden grope: “Move, muñeca.”
It really felt to Lucy as if he
tipped the entire house over and made
her slip out of the kitchen’s flapping door and onto the titanic stage.
A palace of Ali-Babaic penumbras and
proportions; at once empty and jammed.
And she moved along inside it as if she
had no other option but to let herself glide through its jeweled interior, lubed by its greed and by her own
24

pride—no one should ever see her fear,
see her cry—over the grimy luster of
thieves’ unused treasures. Those first
days everything felt exotic yet taut;
Clean-Wrapped and sealed shut—but not
Silvestre.
A sculpture of a popped kernel of corn
standing on three bowed legs, as tall
as Silvestre.
(Black-and-white, horizontal)
Lucy moved, pulled by gorged eyeballs that couldn’t stop looking, that
wanted to wrap themselves thoroughly,
like vines, over beautiful objects.
Never again would she see these things
as whole, or as they appeared to her
today: not as dust traps, not as shackles, not as holes. Today the Ming dynasty vase looked full. The sofa’s pillows stood strong. The wall-to-wall
mirrors were quiet, transparent, flawless—no marks, no cracks. There were
flowers, there was wonder, there were
silver bowls brimming with pistachios
in their shells, but there was also
terror banging in her chest. And she
wanted to pull herself together, to
leash her eyes, but then again maybe
she shouldn’t, since they really did
find a giant popped kernel of corn at
the end of the long hallway.
At first, in the distance, the popcorn sculpture had looked to Lucy like
25
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a big molar made of gold-green clay,
barely balancing on its three roots.
The wisdom tooth of a higher power?
The molar was framed by a hallway with
dropped ceilings she had yet to cross—a
hallway lined with framed photos of
the señora transforming into different
people. Dozens of photos of her morphing into different hairdos, shoes, outfits, eyeshadows, sets, poses; against
draperies of all kinds. With money you
could buy people, Lucy thought as she
walked as slow as she could without
stopping so she could see the images on
the wall , people to wear and people
like her, “to clean all of your shit,”
she muttered, feeling suffocated; feeling extra stuck being—Lucy.
Nevertheless, Lucy kept looking.
Perhaps you too could change, a voice
inside of her said, a voice sounding
like a voice-over out of a telenovela in which the white villainess always appeared on screen wearing a different outfit, as she furiously chased
after the servant girl. “Hobnobber!”
the villainess cried, about that stunning servant girl wanting to join her
ranks, “you’ll NEVER be like us!”—and
yet the poor girl’s fertile, brown body
had come to force her way in, as Lucy
recalled, a wretched end somehow construed as happy.
She took in as much as possible but
kept walking down the hallway to get
to the tooth. When she got to it, it
28

looked rotten. Her bent knuckle knocked
against its surface. It sounded hollow. It was not a molar after all, but
a monumental popcorn cast in bronze.
This is when she realized how hungry
she felt. Behind it were two big wooden doors whose knobs met in the middle. Regardless of Silvestre’s vague
instructions, Lucy was finding her way.
Lucy from the back in a black chamber,
peeking in-between coal-black curtains.
Her shiny, dark hair ends at her waist.
(Black-and-white, horizontal)
As she walked around the sculpture
to the doors, Lucy rubbed her finger
over the bronze. She opened one of the
doors and found a small black room with
a wall of black curtains. They started
at the ceiling and ended at the floor.
She couldn’t believe such big doors
lead to such a pointless, tiny space.
She walked into it anyway and heard the
door close behind her. Then she reached
out towards the black curtain wanting
to touch it. She pushed back gently
against its thick fabric. Lucy expected
her hand to be halted by the hardness
of a window or a wall behind it, but
her arm kept going, stretching out the
fabric farther and farther. Spooked,
she pulled her arm back and looked for
the edges of the curtains instead, so
she could peek and see what lay behind
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them. Lucy couldn’t contain a gasped
JESUS! when she discovered a theatre—a
real theater, with triple-height ceilings and a proper stage. Red velvet
chairs gleamed under a black heaven of
distant moons. It was hot in there.
Lucy walked down the ramp, towards the
stage, by rows and rows of vacant chairs
that looked brand new. And their seats
were not flipped up like in the movie
theatres. There were little lacquered
tables in-between each chair. At the
far end, over the stage, a marvelous,
heavy, crimson curtain. As Lucy wandered down the ramp towards it, she
noticed it hung perfectly. Its red edge
touched the black floor of the stage
ever so gently, with the lightness with
which an aunt’s kiss lands on a baby
nephew’s forehead.
There were reflectors on the front
of the stage, but they were turned off,
unlike the lights behind the curtain
that leaked under it. Lucy’s eyes were
travelling across this ribbon of light
between the curtain and the floor, when
a flash of darkness obscured it. One
moment she saw it and the next it was
gone. Her ribs spasmed. Goose bumps
bristled on her arms. Silvestre-vines
crawled up her neck. She jumped and
turned but there was no one standing
behind her.
Her neck audibly creaked when her
head turned back slowly to survey the
stage. She could hear her heart beating
30
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in her temples when she remembered the
child. Ah, she thought, was that her
behind the curtains? She wanted out of
this wicked place.
Lucy weeping in the audience from the
perspective of the stage.
(Black-and-white, horizontal)
“Anybody there?” Lucy said, in the
direction of the stage.
Silence.
“Hello?” she sung softly.
Silence.
That idiot Silvester hadn’t even
told her this child’s name. Lucy stood
still in the theatre’s mellow light,
waiting for a reply. When she didn’t
get one, she strolled along the stage,
walked in the direction of the wall
farthest from the ramp, and then she
walked back in the direction of the
wall with the light switches. She did
it again, and then again, because by
now she knew this was going to take
time. The red carpet was padded, and
it felt divine against her feet. She
wasn’t planning on crawling up on that
stage or going hunting behind that curtain, so she kept wandering. Yes, she
was scared, but if that was a child,
she didn’t want to break its bubble.
Besides, where was she in a rush to get
to?
It was so much nicer in here than
out there, where Silvestre’s loins gal32

loped untethered. She decided to take
a seat in the front row. At first she
sat up, but then her body settled in,
the powerful muscles in her back began
to relax, and then the muscles loosened
in her buttocks and in her calves. Her
legs spread out to the sides, gradually, as much as they wanted to, until
her uniform’s polyester skirt held them
open, airing things. At last she was
letting go, melting into the deliciousness of this unbelievable chair.
Sitting there, in the first row, reminded her of how she sat in school
in Oaxaca—except, of course, in class
she’d never slump. Fuck, what a brilliant student she was. The best in her
algebra class. The best in literature.
The best in her grade. She was going
to miss school so much, only two more
years and she would have finished high
school. Memories of her in braids and
happier uniforms choked her up. At this
a thunderclap struck within and then
she wept. And as she cried, the curtain
burped. Clicked. Rippled. There she
goes, Lucy told herself soaked, this
is the saddest show. I might be brown
and ugly but my self-pity is gorgeous,
she thought and made herself laugh, it
should be me reigning that stage. And
as she wept she noticed something had
changed: the fear was gone.
“Is that a little monkey behind the
curtain?” Lucy said tenderly, remem33

bering the games her nephews liked to
play.
No answer.
She rested the back of her head
against the top of the chair and let
her back slump even further. Lucy then
stared off in mute exhaustion. Maybe
a minute—maybe an hour went by before
Lucy realized she’d better return with
the child or risk getting punished.
Those switches by the wall looked like
they controlled the lights. All she had
to do was kill them.
She went over and flicked them off
one by one. First, she dimmed the back
of the house, then the middle, then the
left side of the stage—it got darker and darker until the entire theatre
vanished. She stood patiently in pitch
black, waiting for the girl to give
signs of life.
After about a minute she heard little feet stumble across the stage.
A timid girl’s voice said, “Wh-who
are you?”
“I’m Lucy. I’m new. Who are you?”
“I’m scared of the light.”
Lucy chuckled. “You mean the dark?”
“Y-y-you’re leaving.” the girl cutin, sounding very worried.
“Nope. I came to getcha.”
“Ok,” the girl said, feigning indifference, but Lucy could tell the quiet
sigh that followed was full of relief.
“And your name, señorita Darks?”
Ecco giggled. “I’m Ecco Félix.”
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“Pretty. I’ve never heard that name
before.”
“I-I just t-turned seven,” Ecco added with unchecked pride. Lucy couldn’t
see a thing but she could tell, by the
sound of her voice, that Ecco was getting closer.
“I just turned fourteen!”
Cutting through the games, Ecco
asked abruptly, “w-why do you cry?”
“I don’t know,” Lucy said, unarmed
by the directness of the question, and
then she went silent for a second.
The loud noise that came next sounded like Ecco jumping off the stage and
having a rough landing, followed by an
ingrown, “OW.”
“I guess I miss being a kid.” Lucy
blurted out, telling Ecco and herself.
“Y-y-you don’t want to be like me,”
Ecco said, perhaps from the ground, her
voice came from a lower place, “trust
me.” She said it so convincingly Lucy
wondered about all that had happened to
this child.
“Are you okay—?”
“N-never mind,” Ecco interrupted,
her voice was so close now it felt like
Lucy’s own breathe. “L-let’s go find
the cara de niño bugs in the garden.”
Before Lucy could answer, she felt
the girl’s hand touching her knee as
she added, “they’re disgusting.” Then
Ecco found Lucy’s hand and grabbed it.
Lucy let her lead them out of the theatre in total darkness.
35

ROSS WARREN
2/5/18 1:20pm
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ARTIST MANIFESTO:
(Computer transcribed)
I don’t think looking at anything is
that essential.
I believe that enacting something visual is central and so that the practice
of making anything should be about...
discovering...I’m discovering. So the
act of painting is about discovering
how not necessarily to be looking at an
image that you want ultimately to present, but rather, in the act of making a
sculpture that engages you as you visually build it up over time.
Paintings are non-sensical and irrelevant in the modern age, but the act of
painting is not inconsequential. It is
very important.
My work...if you are to even conceive
of putting marks on a canvas, they
should at least relate to themselves
spatially. It should at least be about
the elements of any kind of investigation. These should be very basic point
one, point two, point three, point one,
point two, point three, all interacting. Together.
Other than that, painting is inconsequential.
38

It should not be narrative.
Narratives are for other art mediums.
Painting is purely about marks on canvas and a total exploration of agendas.
One agenda, two agenda, three agenda
for it, how do they interact and if they
don’t interact, that’s a bad painting
and if they do, that’s a good painting.
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lish dawn
2/5/18 2:45pm
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ARTIST STATEMENT:
A sailboat anchored in the San Francisco Bay and a cabin off the grid in
the woods are my dual homes. Before
moving into the heart of city to study
at the San Francisco Art Institute as
a printmaker, I spent ten years living
in this remote location in the Santa
Cruz Mountains. Working in printmaking, photography, mix media, artist
books, sculpture, murals and instillation, I capture a migration from
mountain, to city, to sea; documenting
observation of growth in precarious
areas. Through a meditative practice
of close observation and connection
to place, I reflect how creatures and
materials exist differently depending on their environment. Exploring
rhythms and dynamics within our human
condition and attention to sonder, extend from this careful listening. An
avid experimentalist, I forage materials from path, utilizing substances
such as nautical charts and sails,
lichen, seaweed, rock, paint chips,
bricks, mushrooms and tree bark during
the paper making, paint and dye making, sculptural and printing making
processes. Detailed and delicate, a
ghostly dreamlike atmosphere is rooted in silent reverence and solace in
moments of stillness.
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MADELYN COVEY
2/5/18 5:22pm
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STATEMENT:
My two main bodies of work consist of
paintings of women’s leg hair, and
paintings of cosplayers dressed up
at fan conventions. Both series deal
with the relationships people have to
media representation and how the production and prevalence of images affects our culture.
Up until recently, my leg hair was
the part of my body I was most embarrassed about. I would plan my life
around when I could shave, and refuse
invitations to pool parties and beach
days if I my legs were hairy. I decided the best thing I could do as
an artist was go into my discomfort,
hard. I would put my leg hair on display. There is a scarcity of images
of female leg hair spanning from the
classics of art history to our current
visual culture. I hope to fix that.
The more images of something one sees,
the more normalized it becomes. I want
to use my paintings to normalize female leg hair.
Cosplay is an abbreviation of “Costume
Play.” The term originated with fans
who dressed up as anime characters,
but has since expanded to include all
fan costumes, especially worn at fan
conventions. In a culture where he46

roic stories are mass produced and
commodified, fan works such as cosplay, fanfiction, and fan-art allow
people to reclaim the culture around
them and transform it into something
that is more representative of their
own lived experience. Cosplay broadens the spectrum who gets to see themselves, or other people like them, as
a hero.
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JOSHUA SORKIN
2/5/18 7:07pm
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PERFORMANCE TRANSCRIPT:
P1011345
It’s glorious!
A glorious new day!
Here, in the agricultural center, we
have this geometric bliss.
I was
here.
And I’ve been here forever.
I could cover myself with it, and be
it—everything. I’m an animal! You’re
an animal! A plaything of the stocks.
Stalking. Taking me around, back down
again. And out!
In, and out! Yes! Mine! Mine! My
power!
My power!
My every single
every day working, showing you all
what it means to be me, in this—this
surrounding and feeling it, it’s for
this. I waited—I waited so long to be
in this. You’re mine! You’re mine!
And I get to have you. And you. And
you. And you. You’re my little—I shake
it. I shake it. I shake my tower.
Yeah! Shake it all. Ha ha! Hoo hoo!
P1011352
Yes! And this was what I came here
for, you know? It made me lift myself
out by my very own clawed hands! Up
from the agricultural pit. The means
to feed. But I got out of the food.
I’m not gonna be eaten by the pigs.
54

I stand here, I let you all know it’s
my opportunity to take steps towards
the stars above.
On shaky ground.
On shaky ground. Ever fearful of the
collapse of plant matter.
They’re taking it all out from under
me. It’s only a matter of time. I got
to the top, and now that they see what
I can do, now they see me up here,
they’re undermining my success. But I
won’t let them! I’ll use my privilege
up here to smash them down there. Yes.
I can throw it down at you. And you.
And you. Yeah! Ha ha! I’ll just use
it all to strike out at my enemies who
keep me down. They never thought I’d
be up here.
They never thought I’d
be so bold as to rise up and go back
down, because I want to bring you all
with me. You’re all down there.
I can’t stay up here forever.
The
gravity of it takes me back in! No!
I want to stay up. I don’t want to go
back in. Please! No! Let me stay up.
I didn’t mean it.
I didn’t mean to
say—I didn’t mean to disrespect you,
no!
Please!
You’ll—I don’t belong
down there, I belong up here. You…I
don’t belong with you, you bottom people.
I’m a top!
I’m a top, not a
bottom.
They want to drag me down.
They thought I was just…
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P1011366
Somebody’s coming up. I’m gonna keep
them down. Yeah. You get back down.
You go. Get down. Get! Get! Don’t
misunderstand me. I’m not trying to
keep people away from success.
But
it’s so precarious up here. There’s
only so much room at the top.
The
whole foundation could collapse. If
you all came up here. ‘Cause I did it
first. You want to climb up? Go find
your own cube. This one is mine. My
example, my symbol, my dominion. You
wouldn’t want it to collapse.
P1011385
…myself, eh?
Wouldn’t want to have
to topple it, topple it, topple it
myself! Oh, I see what you got. You
got some human shields down there.
Some porcine shields. They…they know.
They’re collaborating with the opposition to try and make me look like a
monster. I just want you to know how
willing I am to put force behind words,
but somebody thought they could take
away my authority by putting an innocent victim in my way. Well, not so
innocent, eh? Look at them. Clearly knowing what they’re doing. They
didn’t come here by accident or instinctive hunger, they were goaded by
the insurgency. I have my…my tower.
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My beautiful beautiful tower. It’s so
lonely up here. It’s just me. Just
me and my babies here.
Me and my
sweeties. My beautiful plump little
sweeties. My blameless sweet gnawing
and gnashing and nibbling children.
P1011400
I wanna be with them. I want to be
with the—I wanna be with the pe—the
pi—I wa—ah—I could. If I could just
reach them. To touch them. Just to
feel their bristles. Soft and coarse
against my skin. The warmth of their
breath. The earthy mammalianness of
their snorts.
P1011416
Lest you lose the sweet caress of
the ground that loves you. I’m comin’ for ya, I’m comin’ for ya babies.
I’m comin’. I’m a-comin’. I’m comin’ down. I’m comin’ down, I’m comin’
down, babies, I’m comin’ down. I’m
comin’ down. I’m home. I’m home. I’m
home. I’m home.
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PLATES
PLATE
PLATES
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1:
2 - 10:

Call for Artists
Mercury Twenty Gallery,
Oakland

PLATES 11 - 17:

1960 Mandela Parkway,
Oakland

PLATES 18 - 21:

Home Depot,
Emeryville

PLATES 22 - 23:

Oakland Museum of California,
Oakland

PLATES 24 - 29:

1911 Fourth Street,
Berkeley

PLATES 30 - 34:

Middle Harbor Shoreline Park
Oakland

PLATES 35 - 38:

The Tiny Farm,
Alameda
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